
 

 

Category: Consumer Relations Campaign 

Company: Prohibition PR 

Entry title: If I Can, You Can empowering ‘Real Women' 

 
 
Brief and objectives: 

Prohibition was approached by Terri-Ann Nunns, a busy mum of four from Doncaster, to 

help transform her fledgeling diet business from a regional start-up, into a national brand 

appealing to ‘real women’ across the country. With tight budgets, but big ambition, Terri-Ann 

was looking for a consumer relations partner that would deliver against her objectives: 

Campaign objectives: 

• Build some element of brand awareness 

• Acquire new customers and increase sales in the UK 

• Position the Terri-Ann brand as being trustworthy, accessible, affordable and 

relatable. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

Before campaign activity began, we used careful audience auditing and social media 

listening to properly understand the core consumer. We identified an audience of women 

aged 25+, that valued honest and direct language, representation of ‘real women’ and were 

extremely brand loyal. 

This insight steered our new approach. Rather than opting for an aspirational influencer 

partnership that could alienate some of these ‘real women’, we selected a more earnest 

approach. The solution - our ‘If I Can, You Can’ media relations strategy. Using the PESO 

model, combined with clever inbound marketing to improve the sales funnel, we began to 

sell Terri-Ann’s incredible rags to riches story to the media and the nation. 

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

‘If I Can, You Can’ used the integrated PESO model to launch Terri-Ann’s compelling story 

through the media. Through relatable content that documented Terri-Ann’s personal journey, 

we were able to drive both brand awareness and direct sales. 



We then launched a carefully scripted supportive case study programme, which incentivised 

existing customers to share their own inspiring weight loss journeys and strengthen the 

brand’s reputation. These were carefully seeded in the media and across the brand’s social 

channels to further amplify the ‘If I Can, You Can’ narrative. 

The full comms strategy was underpinned by seasonal and reactive thought-leadership 

activity with Terri-Ann at its heart, this included recipe placements, advice articles tackling 

weight loss and features providing guidance on weight loss during key times in a woman’s 

life. Each article was designed to be relatable and inspiring to empower the ‘Real Women’ of 

the UK. 

 

Delivery: 

PAID: 

• Social PPC 

Our case studies were used to boost social PPC resulting in a direct uplift in transactions by 

84%. These compelling stories also saw the budget spent on social advertising reduce by 

8.6% but purchase value increase by 273%. The overall ROI increased from 2:1 to 8:1. 

EARNED: 

• Profile raising 

We media trained Terri-Ann and compiled a portfolio pitch with strong media angles and 

proactively sought out profile slots, features, interviews and arranged face-to-face media 

briefings to build robust journalist relationships. 

These new relationships resulted in us being approached directly for knowledgeable 

comment on a regular basis. 22 profile opportunities within the national media were secured 

within six months alone, plus multiple broadcast opportunities, including being approached 

for a slot to feature on ITV’s This Morning. 

• Case study roll out 

Having previously struggled to secure case studies, Prohibition established a quality pipeline 

that could be used to underpin the wider media coverage. Utilising Terri-Ann’s increasing 

membership, we introduced a low-cost incentive scheme whereby case studies received 

bespoke discount codes and even prizes. 

Our new approach resulted in 20+ case studies being profiled in the media in the first 12 

months, with more than 40 pieces of coverage showcasing several transformational 

journeys. 

• Professional dietician 

We recommended Terri-Ann team up with a dietician to provide new expert commentary on 

technical dieting issues, resulting in 30 pieces of coverage in six months. 

 



SHARED: 

• Customer referrals 

Our research discovered our audience were more likely to buy from people not brands. This 

meant both Terri-Ann’s profile, and that of her members were valuable tools to harness. 

Having now established successful case studies, we created press coverage sharers for our 

featured members to share across their own social feeds with a discount code resulting in a 

6% uplift in direct sales. 

OWNED: 

• Downloadable guides 

We created several downloadable guides for potential and existing members, using the 

media as a platform to offer free, but valuable content. Examples included: 

− A low calorie eating out guide - tying into Christmas nights out 

− A guide to diet and menstruation – tying into Wellbeing Week 

− A breastfeeding nutrition guide – tying into the Royal Baby 

− A low calorie Easter guide. 

These were each showcased in the media using teaser content, linking back to a 

downloadable guide on the website as a data capture exercise. Terri-Ann was able to target 

over 200 new potential members with bounce back offers. 

 

Measurement and evaluation:  
• Objective 1: Build brand awareness 

Two hundred and seventy-eight pieces of coverage were secured, including 105 in the 

national tabloid media – a key target for our demographic. This included eighty six pieces in 

lifestyle media and four pieces in broadcast media. 

This led to a media circulation of more than 1.3 billion and 204 links from high authority 

websites. PR has driven 8,397 direct referrals. Without PR activity direct web referrals would 

be down by 15%. 

Social media drove 42,809 direct referrals. Without our paid for social activity referrals would 

have been down by 46%. 

• Objective 2: Acquire new customers and increase sales in the UK 

Since working with Terri-Ann, her on-site goal completions have increased by more than 

£40k year-on-year, with 2,021 new customer transactions – resulting in a total 15% increase 

in sales. 



• Objective 3: Position the Terri-Ann brand as being trustworthy, accessible, affordable 

and relatable 

Brand searches for Terri-Ann increased by 71,113, demonstrating how our positioning of her 

as the face of the brand helped to build trust and a sense of relatability. There’s a direct 

correlation in organic search volumes when key coverage was published. E.g. Coverage in 

The Sun on 29.01.19 drove 1,000+ new organic visitors to the website. 

 

Budget and campaign impact:  

Our ‘If I Can, You Can’ strategy showcases how consumer relations can be used across 

multiple media in a digitally savvy age to drive genuine business impact. This campaign 

demonstrates how business results can be achieved through establishing quality journalist 

relationships, high volumes of quality press coverage and establishing a human brand 

persona in the media that customers can genuinely buy into. 

The total budget of our retained work was £24,000 across 12 months. For this we hit a 

media circulation of 1.3 billion and delivered real ROI for the business, increasing 

transactions by 15%, introducing more than 2,000 newly converted customers to the brand 

and generating £40,399 in additional revenue, a direct ROI of 12:1 and over-achieving on all 

pre-agreed KPIs. 

 


